TAVANT MOBILITY SOLUTIONS

MAKING SEAMLESS COMMUNICATION A REALITY!

As today’s distributed enterprises look at mobile technologies as a critical investment, Tavant Technologies constantly works on cutting edge tools and strategies to deliver leading edge solutions.

We combine deep technology and business expertise to cover the entire spectrum of the mobile technology space—from application development to enterprise mobility strategy.

OUR CAPABILITIES

> Presentation Tier
- HTML5
- Mobile jQuery
- Interface Builder
- TableView, ScrollView

> Business Tier
- Security
- Custom UI Components
- User Management

> Database Tier
- SQLite
- Core Data

> Frameworks
- Appcelerator Titanium
- PhoneGap
- Sencha Touch

> Application Types
- Native (iOS and Android)
- HTML5
- Hybrid

> Languages
- Java
- Objective-C
- JavaScript
- SQL
- HTML
CUSTOMER SUCCESS

Sales Team Communication Platform

> Overview
  — Streamline and improve communications for a more effective and efficient sales process
  — An online/offline app that allows users to download the audio/video files instead of streaming them
  — An app for both iOS and Android devices

> Solution
  — Helps a collaborative sales team enhance its level of efficiency
  — This project will be the implementation element of an overall communication process improvement intended to improve efficiency
  — This app will be multi-faceted and support the sales force in the field through various applets including alerts, news, systems dashboards, retailer locator, and more

Survey Guidance Application

> Overview
  — Survey agents required to create new surveys

> Solution
  — The application allows surveyors to create new surveys and post install walk through
  — Offline mode
  — PDF generation

Dealer Application

> Overview
  — The application allows dealer representatives, who make sales presentations, to carry the details of equipment, create customer information, apply tax profiles, etc., on iPad

> Solution
  — Complete offline mode with all pricing and quote information available to make a quotation
  — PDF generation from the device
  — Interoperability with the current desktop application

GET IN TOUCH WITH US

Make the most of your mobile strategy. Contact a Tavant Technologies expert right away.

T: (866)-9-TAVANT, E: bizdev@tavant.com, W: www.tavant.com